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I. Identification & Images
Sample Image
72px

Proposed
Unicode and
CLDR name

Fall Back/ZWJ
sequence

Possible
CLDR
English
keywords

Closest Unicode
Emoji

Head
shaking
horizontally

🙂↔ shake,
no

Note: Codepoints for this proposed zwj sequence: U+1F642 U+200D U+2194 U+FE0F

Additional Notes
1) This proposal is a companion document to Head Shaking Ve�ically (L2/23-035)
2) is a valid sequence of emoji using arrows as described in UTS 51 Section 2.10. A�er reviewing
105 smiley faces the canonical “slightly smiling face” was selected as it is perceived as the
most generic, iconic, and as a result representative of “emotion” face emoji as a collection
rather than explicitly representing “happiness”.
3) License — We ce�ify that the images have appropriate licenses for use by the UTC.

II. So� location
Adding a “face-moving” may be worth consideration as a new category in the future. For
now these emoji exist in the Face-neutral-skeptical category

🤐🤨😐😑😶😏

😒 🙄😬🤥
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III. Selection factors — Inclusion
A. Compatibility
n/a

B. Expected use
1. Frequency
Usage is expected to be high. Both the horizontal and vertical head movement have wide
usage for basic ‘yes’ and ‘no’ meanings (see ‘multiple uses’ below), which we’ve also used
as search terms. Search results for the actions of ‘head-nod’ and ‘head-shake’ are below
usual benchmarks, but this is to be expected as gestures are not normally reported in
writing, but accompany speech (see ESC Guidelines around Gestures and Emoji
L2/20-274).

Search term Google
Search

Bing
Search

Google
Video
Search

Google
Trends: Web

Google
Trends: Image

head-shake 326M 104M 23.1M see below see below

no 25,270MM 2,340M 4,560M see below see below

Search term Google Search Bing Search Google Video Search

head-shake

no
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Above: Google Trends Web, Google Trends Image results for “head-shake”

Above: Google Trends Web, Google Trends Image results for “no”

2. Multiple usages
Head Shaking Horizontally is a simple action that has meaningful communicative
functions for people from a wide range of cultures. In many cultures (but not all)
vertical shaking is used for ‘yes’ and horizontal for ‘no’, and these emerge early in life
(between 13 and 18 months age, Kettner & Carpendale 2013).

Head Shaking Horizontal means ‘no’ in an incredibly wide range of cultures (Bross
2020). Charles Darwin (1872) argued that this stems from a reflexive childhood
action of refusal, that cultures then mapped to a gesture for ‘no’, with a wide range of
functions including negation, refusal, and dismay. (Cooperrider 2021 then argues
that the nod arose in contrast to this action.) Matsumoto & Hwang (2013) showed
that a head shake for ‘no’ was recognised by 99.1% of 516 participants in their
survey who came from an incredibly diverse range of cultures including East Asia
(China, Japan, and South Korea), Latin America (Mexico, Guatemala, El Salvador,
and Brazil), Africa (Kenya, Ghana, Nigeria, and Niger), South Asia (India, Pakistan,
and Nepal), the Middle East (Syria, Turkey, Jordan, Afghanistan, Lebanon, and
Egypt), and Western cultures (USA, Germany, and Canada).

Although the headshake is used as negation, it’s also an action and can be used to
represent looking around, dancing to music and other head movements.
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Examples of these multiple uses:
○ No

■ no more emails today thanks
○ Refusal

■ I am not ready to start this week
○ Dismay

■ can’t believe they just killed off my favourite character
○ Looking around

■ where did I leave my keys???
○ Dancing

■ just bopping away to my new favourite song

3. Use in sequences
As with all gesture-based emoji, they can be used very flexibly in sequences. Here,
each can give a strong sense of affirmation/approval or disgust/disapproval/refusal of
the relevant content. As well as use in full sequences we also anticipate very high
usage in conversational sequences, where they can be used as responses or
back-channels in text conversation or as reactji (see McClave et al. 2007 on the
prevalence of head movements as a back-channeling strategy in face-to-face
interaction).

Examples of use in sequences:
○ No

■ no more emails today thanks📧📧📧 😭
○ Refusal

■ I am not ready to start this week 🛌
○ Dismay

■ can’t believe they just killed off my favourite character😔
○ Looking around

■ where did I leave my keys???🤷🔑 🔑
○ Dancing

■ just bopping away to my new favourite song🎶 🎶

4. Breaking new ground
While the broad concepts of ‘yes’ (👍✅) and ‘not’ (👎🙅🚫) are available as emoji,
these are also culturally-specific gestures and symbols. As Matsumoto & Hwang
(2013) showed, these gestures are recognised in large macro cultural areas.
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C. Image distinctiveness
People are able to distinguish very subtle differences in facial expressions and head
movements, which makes these distinct both from each other and from the other existing
facial expressions in the current emoji set.

D. Completeness

There are few axes of movement for the head and neck, and even fewer that are known to
have wide-spread meaning. The only other commonly used movement is moving the head
side to side on the vertical rather than horizontal access.

IV. Selection factors — Exclusion
E. Petitions or “frequent requests”
No. No petition or request frequency data is associated with this proposal.

F. Overly specific
No. As discussed above, head movements are found across a wide range of cultural and
linguistic groups.

G. Open-ended
No.

H. Already representable
While the broad concepts of ‘yes’ (👍✅) and ‘not’ (👎🙅🚫) are available as emoji, these
are also culturally-specific gestures and symbols. As discussed above, there are also
slightly different connotations that the head movements give.

I. Logos, brands, UI icons, signage, specific people, deities
Not applicable. There are no logos, brands, signage or otherwise among the proposed
characters.

J. Transient
Not applicable.

K. Faulty comparison
Justification for encoding the proposed emoji does not depend on analogy with other emoji
that were encoded only for compatibility reasons.

L. Exact Images
An exact image is not required.
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